License for Collective Eye DVD

DVD purchased: 1948: Creation and Catastrophe. Purchased with Public Performance Rights and Digital Site License

Educational Licensing

An educational license is:

• Used for internal-educational purposes by the organization/institution purchasing the title.

• If the license includes public performance rights (PPR), the film may also be exhibited internally for members of the organization only. Such exhibitions may not be publicly advertised, and must be screened for non-paying audiences.

• This license is good for the life of the format.

• Purchasing multiple titles, or several copies of the same title, can result in a substantial discount if a custom quote is requested.

Universities, Colleges, Corporations License (with PPR):

This license is for colleges, universities, and corporations who want to own a copy of the title for their library or office. With this license, the film may be used by students, staff and faculty in classrooms or for private home-use, by patrons, or it may be screened by the library for members at no cost. Additionally, corporations may use this license as an educational tool for their employees.

Digital Site Licenses (DSL)

Collective Eye Films offers educational digital site licenses (DSL) for a portion of our educational collection. Collective Eye Films DSLs are required to be hosted on a single password protected institutional
server. DSLs are licensed for the life of format, and delivered digitally. The prices for DSLs are indicated under "Digital Site Licenses" on the online catalog pages where applicable.